A multi-mode, linear reduced-gravity model, driven by ERA-Interim monthly mean wind stress anomalies, is used to investigate interannual variability in tropical Pacific sea level as seen in satellite altimeter data. The model output is fitted to the altimeter data along the equator, in order to derive the vertical profile for the model forcing, showing that a signature from modes higher than mode six cannot be extracted from the altimeter data. It is shown that the model has considerable skill at capturing interannual sea level variability both on and off the equator. The correlation between modelled and satellite-derived sea level data exceeds 0.8 over a wide range of longitudes along the equator and readily captures the observed ENSO events. Overall, the combination of the first, second, third and fifth modes can provide a robust estimate of the interannual sea level variability, the second mode being dominant. A remarkable feature of both the model and the altimeter data is the presence of a pivot point in the western Pacific on the equator. We show that the westward displacement of the pivot point from the centre of the basin is strongly influenced by the fact that most of the wind stress variance is found in the western part of the basin. We also show that the Sverdrup transport is not fundamental to the dynamics of the recharge/discharge mechanism in our model, although the spatial structure of the wind forcing does play a role in setting the amplitude of the "warm water volume".
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Abstract.
A multi-mode, linear reduced-gravity model, driven by ERA-Interim monthly mean wind stress anomalies, is used to investigate interannual variability in tropical Pacific sea level as seen in satellite altimeter data. The model output is fitted to the altimeter data along the equator, in order to derive the vertical profile for the model forcing, showing that a signature from modes higher than mode six cannot be extracted from the altimeter data. It is shown that the model has considerable skill at capturing interannual sea level variability both on and off the equator. The correlation between modelled and satellite-derived sea level data exceeds 0.8 over a wide range of longitudes along the equator and readily captures the observed ENSO events. Overall, the combination of the first, second, third and fifth modes can provide a robust estimate of the interannual sea level variability, the second mode being dominant. A remarkable feature of both the model and the altimeter data is the presence of a pivot point in the western Pacific on the equator. We show that the westward displacement of the pivot point from the centre of the basin is strongly influenced by the fact that most of the wind stress variance is found in the western part of the basin. We also show that the Sverdrup transport is not fundamental to the dynamics of the recharge/discharge mechanism in our model, although the spatial structure of the wind forcing does play a role in setting the amplitude of the "warm water volume".
Introduction
More than 40 years ago, interannual sea level variability in the tropical Pacific was being studied using linear, reduced-gravity models driven by estimates of the observed surface wind stress [Busalacchi and O'Brien, 1981; Busalacchi et al., 1983] . At that time, the only available sea level data was from the sparse tide gauge record. However, with the advent of satellite data, there has been a revolution in the available data coverage for sea level. Here, we revisit the ability of linear models to capture interannual variability in tropical Pacific sea level, this time using a multi-mode modelling system and taking advantage of the temporally and spatially comprehensive altimetric sea level data produced by Ssalto/Duacs and distributed by Aviso with support from Cnes (http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/duacs/).
In the tropical Pacific, interannual variability is dominated by the El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenum, with widespread environmental impacts locally, but also around the world due to the global teleconnections in the ocean and the atmosphere [Philander , 1989; Trenberth et al., 1998 ]. Observational studies [e.g. Delcroix , 1998; Forget and Ponte, 2015] have shown that sea level variations associated with ENSO feature an east-west contrast along the equator and zonally uniform anomalies near the equator.
These features are also captured by analytical solutions for the linear response of the tropical Pacific Ocean to low-frequency wind forcing [Clarke, 2010] , where they correspond to what Clarke calls the "tilt" mode and "equatorial warm water volume (WWV)", respectively (see Meinen and McPhaden [2000] and Meinen and McPhaden [2001] for an early discussion of these modes). According to Clarke [2010] , the tilt mode is a quasi-steady response to wind forcing that varies in phase with the wind stress forcing, i.e. the bal- ance of the zonal wind stress by the zonal pressure gradient; however, the WWV mode lags the wind stress due to the strong dependence of the westward propagation speed for long Rossby waves on latitude. The phase lag is a key feature of the recharge/discharge mechanism for ENSO [Jin, 1997] as reviewed by Neelin et al. [1998] .
The early studies in the 1970's and 1980's suggested an important role for Kelvin and Rossby waves in the dynamics of the tropical oceans and, indeed, in the dynamics of ENSO. Recent work has confirmed that the interannual variability of sea level at low latitudes is almost exclusively baroclinic in origin [Forget and Ponte, 2015] . Large-scale, low-frequency (interannual) oceanic motion can be separated into an infinite number of baroclinic vertical normal modes [Gill and Clarke, 1974; Gill , 1982] , of which the first few modes usually dominate. Moon et al. [2004] claimed that interannual variations in the relative importance of different vertical wave modes is important for the predictability of ENSO and Dewitte et al. [1999] analysed the contributions of the first four baroclinic modes to sea level variability for the period 1985-1994 using an ocean general circulation model. The authors found that the first-mode is most dominant in the western Pacific and the second-mode in the eastern Pacific. Other authors have also noted the dominance of the first and second modes [Cane, 1984; Busalacchi and Cane, 1985; Yu and McPhaden, 1999; McPhaden and Yu, 1999] .
Nevertheless, the relative importance of the different vertical modes is still not adequately explored. To provide more information about the relative importance of the different baroclinic modes for explaining the interannual variability of sea level in the tropical Pacific Ocean, we conduct simulations using a multi-mode modelling system. We assign the weighting to each mode with the help of altimeter data without assuming, a priori, the vertical profile in the ocean for the wind-induced forcing, different from previous studies [Gill and Clarke, 1974; Cane, 1984; Dewitte et al., 1999] . In particular, we fit the model results to the altimetric measurements along the equator in order to diagnose the projection coefficients for each mode for the vertical profile of the model forcing.
Clarke [2010] argues that the origin of the disequilibrium WWV mode is the strong dependence of the propagation speed for long Rossby waves on latitude. On the other hand, in the original recharge/discharge theory put forward by [Jin, 1997] , an important role was assigned to the Sverdrup transport for transferring mass to and from the equator.
We address the role of the Sverdrup transport in our model using spatially uniform wind stress forcing given by the time series of the zonally-averaged zonal wind stress along the equator, for which the Sverdrup transport is zero.
The paper is organized as follows. The description of the model and the methods employed are outlined in the Section 2. Section 3 shows the results and discusses the recharge/discharge mechanism using the model. Finally, Section 4 summarises the main conclusions.
Methods
Basic equations
Our starting point is the Boussinesq, hydrostatic equations for a continuously stratified ocean linearized about a state of rest. In spherical coordinates, these are given by
where θ is latitude, λ is longitude, a is the radius of the Earth, f = 2Ω sin θ is the Coriolis 
The boundary conditions are, at the surface z = 0,
where η denotes the sea level anomaly, and at the bottom z = −H, w = 0, where H is the total depth of the ocean (assumed here to be flat).
As is well known, the solution to these equations can be expressed as the superposition of a infinite discrete set of vertical normal modes [Gill and Clarke, 1974; Gill , 1982] , so that the pressure perturbation p ′ , for example, can be expressed as where the subscript n refers to the n th normal mode,p n (z) denotes the corresponding normalized vertical structure function for pressure satisfying 
Here repeated variables are consistent with those in Eqs. (1)- (5), except for the subscript n referring to the n th normal mode, H n is the equivalent depth determined by the wave speed c n = √ gH n , and
dz is the wind forcing profile projection factor. The sea surface height anomaly, which is to be compared to that from the satellite altimeter, is then given by
Here, we do not specify the vertical profile of the wind forcing, G(z), a priori and first solve these equations with G n = 1 to obtain a corresponding field for η n which we denote as η * n , excluding the barotropic mode (n = 0). We then make a least squares fit of the model-computed sea level anomalies to the sea level anomalies from the altimeter data.
The fit is carried out along the equator across the whole of the equatorial Pacific, to obtain fitting coefficients γ n for each mode. The model-computed sea level is then given by where N is the number of modes used for the fit. The implied projection coefficients, G n are given by
and the vertical profile for the wind forcing can then be obtained from
Model setup
The model domain extends from 112
• E to 70
• W zonally and from 12 • S to 18
• N meridionally, similar to that of Busalacchi and O'Brien [1981] , with the 300 m isobath taken as the coastline, and the horizontal resolution is 0. and salinity data from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 dataset [Locarnini et al., 2013] Two additional model experiments are carried out using exactly the same setup as above. In the first (referred to as experiment ZMW), the meridional wind stress is set to zero and the zonal wind stress is spatially uniform over the model domain. In this experiment, the zonal wind stress is given by the time series of the zonal average along the equator of the zonal wind stress anomalies from the standard experiment; that is from ERA-Interim. In the second, the meridional wind stress is again zero but the zonal wind stress is given by the time series of the zonal mean zonal wind stress at each latitude (referred to as experiment LatZM). The vertical profile for the model forcing in both these experiments is the same as in the standard run. In experiment ZMW, because the wind stress is spatially uniform, the Sverdrup transport is zero.
Results
As described in Section 2, the vertical structure of the wind forcing profile, given by (1) and (2) G n (see eqns. (15) and (16)) obtained from the fitting, and using increasing numbers of vertical modes, are shown in Table 1 . It is clear that the weighting assigned to modes 1 and 2 is quite stable once 3 or more modes are used. However, increasing the number of modes from 4 to 5 reduces the weighting given to mode 4 and puts more weight into modes 3 and 5. Adding a sixth mode does not change this picture but using 7 modes or more leads to the appearance of large weightings that largely cancel out. This behaviour is an indication that beyond mode 6, it is no longer possible to separate the signature of the modes in the AVISO data. Equation (16) can be used to construct the wind forcing profile, as shown in Figure 1b when using 5 modes and when using 4 and 6 modes in Figure 1c . In all cases, the profile is strongly surface intensified, as one would expect, but with a clear improvement in going from 4 to 5 or 6 modes. Note, in particular, the reduced amplitude below 200 m depth when using 5 or 6 modes and also that there is little change in going from 5 to 6 modes. Clearly, further reducing the amplitude below 200 m depth would require an accurate estimate of γ n for modes higher than 6, something that is not possible through fitting our model solutions to the altimeter data. Since adding the sixth mode makes very little contribution to our results (the coefficient γ 6 is close to zero) we work with 5 modes in what follows.
Before leaving Table 1 , it is worth commenting on the weighting when using 5 modes.
Note, in particular, the dominance of mode 2 but also that some role is given to mode 3, followed by modes 1 and 5, with the smallest weighting being given to mode 4. These weightings assign the amplitude that is given to the forcing for each mode in equations (10) and (11), with G n = γ n (equation (15)). It is, therefore, no surprise that the second mode dominates our results, although with some role for modes 1,3 and 5, as we shall
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see. There are two reasons for favouring mode 5 over mode 4. The first is the consistency between the weightings attached to each mode when going from 5 to 6 modes to make the fit (see Table 1 ). The second is the improved vertical structure of the wind forcing profile shown in Figure 1 when using 5 or 6 modes as distinct from 4 modes, a point already noted above. Nevertheless, whether or not the fitting is really able to distingush between the 4th and 5th modes is a moot point, given that the difference in the gravity wave speeds for the two modes is only 0.15 m s −1 . Another concern is the impact of the mean flow on the modes, an issue discussed by McPhaden et al. [1986] who note that the higher the mode, the more likely is an impact from the background flow. On the other hand, as shown by Brandt et al. [2016] , mode 4 plays a role in the annual cycle of the equatorial Atlantic and is well represented by dynamics linearised about a state of rest. Regarding the dominance of mode 2 in the tropical ocean, this was already pointed out by Philander and Pacanowski [1980] and is discussed in detail there. We believe the difference between our results and previous studies, in particular Cane [1984] , Busalacchi and Cane [1985] , Yu and McPhaden [1999] and McPhaden and Yu [1999] , is that we do not assume a vertical structure for the model forcing a priori, rather determining it by fitting the model to the AVISO data. We note that the common practice in previous studies, e.g. Cane [1984] , has been to assume that the vertical structure function G(z) in equations (1) and (2) is equal to H E /D over a surface Ekman layer of depth D and is zero below. Table 2 shows the projection coefficients G n in this case for different choices of the depth D. These projection coefficients can be compared directly to those shown in Table   1 . It is immediately apparent that the first mode now has a similar weight to that given to the second mode and also that less weight is given to the higher modes (apart from the In contrast to the typically eastward propagation along the equator (Figure 2 ), events away from the equator generally propagate westwards (Figure 3 ). The propagation speeds along 10 • S, 5
• S, 5
• N and 10
• N in the model (Figure 3b ) are comparable to those in the observations (Figure 3a) , although at 15
• N, the modelled propagation speeds seem higher, even though many of the same events are seen in both the observations and the model.
A notable feature of both the model and the observations is an underlying symmetry about the equator, which though not perfect, reflects the importance of the equatorial regions for generating off-equatorial anomalies, be that by direct wind forcing or by wave propagation processes, as described above.
Another notable feature along the equator (Figure 2 ) is the presence of a pivot point in the western equatorial Pacific where anomalies tend to change sign and the variability is notably reduced. The pivot point tends to be further west in the observations than in the model, no doubt reflecting processes missing from our linear model set-up (e.g. zonal advection processes along the equator that are known to be important in the western, Figure 2e is an indication that the recharge/discharge mechanism is operating in our model, an issue discussed further later. we are comparing our model sea level anomalies to observations, not to sea level from a model as they are doing. Indeed, it is an interesting point that our model, which uses zonally uniform gravity wave speeds for each mode, shows considerable success at the equator despite the along-equator variations in the gravity wave speeds derived from a normal mode analysis noted by Picaut and Sombardier [1993] and also by Dewitte et al.
[1999]. Interestingly, Dewitte et al. [1999] note a drop in the wave speed associated with the baroclinic modes in their model just to the west of the date line (see their Figure 7b ).
Such a drop in wave speed may be a factor in the misplacement of the pivot point in our model and suggests a role for physical processes other than linear wave dynamics. As noted earlier, a possible candidate is zonal advection which is known to play a role in the western-central Pacific [Dewitte et al., 2013] . Advective processes may also play a role off the equator. presumably related to the slower wave propagation speeds and the greater importance of local wind forcing.
Finally, we can examine the recharge/discharge mechanism [Jin, 1997] using our model (see Neelin et al. [1998] for a review including discussion of the recharge/discharge mechanism). As noted earlier, Clarke [2010] characterises interannual equatorial variability, such as associated with ENSO, with what he calls the "tilt"' mode, in which the thermocline is tilted along the equator in quasi-equilibrium with the zonal wind forcing, and the warm water volume (WWV) associated with a net upward or downward displacement of the thermocline along the equator. Clarke [2010] argues that the existence of the WWV depends critically on the variation of the propagation speed for long Rossby waves with latitude and is not related to meridional divergence of the flow due to the wind forcing, as suggested, for example, in the original paper by Jin [1997] where an important role is assigned to the Sverdrup transport. We can investigate these modes in our model by looking at the correlation (see Figure 7 ) betweenη, the zonal mean sea level along the equator, and the zonal mean of the zonal wind stress along the equator (referred to as τ x hereafter) shown in Figure 2d . Here,η is the signature of the WWV volume, being positive/negative when there is a greater volume of warm/cold water along the equator than in the mean.
First, Figure 7a shows the autocorrelation ofτ x indicating a weak tendency for oscilla- (Fig. 7c) , the WWV of modes 1-5 lagτ x by about 5, 9, 14, 18 months and around 20 months (noting that there is no distinct minimum for mode 5),
respectively. The increasing lag with mode number is an indication of the reduced wave speeds associated with the higher modes and, in particular, the reduced off-equatorial Rossby wave speeds leading to a slower off-equatorial adjustment, consistent with Clarke [2010] . Different from Figure 1 in Jin [1997] is the positive correlation at lag 0 that arises when using sea level from both the multi-mode model and the AVISO data. It is this positive correlation that has a tendency to shift the pivot point, noted when discussing Figure 2 , to the west. Assuming that the thermocline slope along the equator is always in equilibrium with the zonal wind stress (see Clarke [2010] ), then when the anomalous zonal mean zonal wind stress is eastward (westward), the thermocline will be relatively deep in the east (west) and shallow in the west (east). However, the zero crossing, i.e. the pivot point, will be shifted westward from the centre of the basin because the anomalous zonal mean thermocline depth is simultaneously displaced downward (upward). Nevertheless, as we noted earlier, this effect seems to be less important than the presence of maximum wind stress variability along the equator in the west. Looking at the individual modes, zonal mean zonal wind stress. Again, this behaviour is an indication of the reduction in the speed of the adjustment process as the mode number increases.
The sensitivity of the recharge/discharge mechanism to the spatial structure of the wind forcing is illustrated by the results of experiment ZMW that uses a spatially uniform zonal wind stress given by the time series ofτ x , shown in the Figure 2d , and zero meridional wind stress (see Figure 2e ). Fig. 7b shows that the correlation betweenτ x andη from this experiment is very little changed from that in the standard experiment showing that the basic dynamics of the recharge/discharge mechanism is not affected in our model by the spatial structure of the wind forcing. Since the Sverdrup transport is zero in this experiment (since the curl of the wind stress is zero), it follows immediately that the recharge/discharge mechanism in our model does not fundamentally depend on the Sverdrup transport, as in the original theory of Jin [1997] . Rather our results are consistent with the conclusion of Clarke [2010] concerning the variation of the long Rossby wave speed with latitude, especially given the lag dependence on mode number noted when discussing Figure 7c .
The spatial structure of the wind stress, nevertheless, does matter for the amplitude of the WWV along the equator. This is illustrated in Figure 8 showing the time series of the modelled zonal mean sea level along the equator (corresponding to the WWV) compared to AVISO data. We first note that the amplitude captured by the standard model (labelled CTRL) is generally less than that seen in AVISO, although still a significant fraction of the latter, and that the two time series are highly correlated. Next we note that the amplitude in the model run with spatially uniform forcing (labelled ZMW) is less than that in CTRL indicating a role for the spatial structure of the wind forcing in determining the amplitude of the WWV. In a further experiment (labelled LatZM) only the zonal wind stress is used and this is given by the time series of the zonal mean of the zonal wind stress at each latitude and so has no variations with longitude. Generally, this increases the amplitude of the WWV along the equator compared to ZMW but still does not explain all the amplitude captured by CTRL, implying a role for zonal variations in the zonal wind stress along the equator for determining the amplitude of the WWV (note that the WWV in CTRL does not depend on the meridional wind stress as can easily be shown by running an experiment driven by the zonal wind stress only).
To understand this further, we note that zonally integrating equation (12) gives us the equation forη n , the contribution toη from mode n,
where λ E and λ W are the longitudes at the eastern and western boundaries of the model domain, respectively. Clarke [2010] noted that in his analytic solutions, there is a tendency for the zonal and meridional divergence to cancel (as in the Sverdrup balance). However, as is clear from equation (17), forη n to change, there must be a net meridional divergence at the equator, as indicated by the derivative with respect to latitude. We have seen that to understand the basic dynamics it is enough to consider the case with spatially uniform wind forcing (for which the Sverdrup transport is zero). Consider the spin-up from a state of rest with η n = 0 following the sudden switch-on of a spatially uniform zonal wind forcing. For eastward wind forcing, the associated Ekman transport leads to convergence on the equator and an increase in η n , consistent with the picture at zero lag in Figure 7b propagates to the equator as Kelvin waves along the western boundary and then along the equator as equatorial Kelvin waves, leading to the negative correlation in Figure 7b ,c at positive lags. It should be noted that the effect of wave propagation is to counter the Ekman convergence/divergence so that in steady state, u = v = 0 and the zonal wind stress is exactly balanced everywhere by the zonal pressure gradient given by an east-west slope in η n (e.g. McCreary [1981] ) 2 . The correlations we see in Figure 7b ,c therefore arise from the incomplete nature of the adjustment to the changing wind forcing across the model domain, including the off-equatorial regions, with longer lags the higher the mode, consistent with the longer adjustment time the higher the mode. This interpretation is basically as described in the review paper by Neelin et al. [1998] but here nicely illustrated using our multi-mode model and shown to be consistent with satellite altimeter data, i.e.
AVISO.
Summary
We have used a multi-mode shallow water model to examine sea level variability as seen in satellite altimetry (AVISO) over the period 1993-2014 (see http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/duacs/). The weighting given to each mode was assigned by fitting the model results to the observed sea level variability along the equator. The weighting in turn defines the vertical profile for the wind stress forcing which, as can seen in Figure 1b ,c is strongly surface intensified, as one would expect. Using 7 or more modes, it was not possible to assign a realistic weight to each mode, presumably because the signal associated with mode 7 or higher cannot be extracted from the AVISO data.
Since the 6th mode is associated with basically zero amplitude, we used the first 5 modes for our study. 
